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 .For a finite group G, let k G denote the number of conjugacy classes of G. We
prove that a simple group of Lie type of untwisted rank l over the field of q
 . lelements has at most 6q conjugacy classes. Using this estimate we show that for
 .  . 10 ncompletely reducible subgroups G of GL n, q we have k G F q , confirming a
 .conjecture of Kovacs and Robinson. For finite groups G with F* G a p-group weÂ
 .  .a aprove that k G F cp where p is the order of a Sylow p-subgroup of G and c
 .  . < < Xis a constant. For groups with O G s 1 we obtain that k G F G . This latterpp
result confirms a conjecture of Iranzo, Navarro, and Monasor. We also improve
various earlier results concerning conjugacy classes of permutation groups and
linear groups. As a by-product we show that any finite group G has a soluble
 . < <  . < < 3subgroup S and a nilpotent subgroup N such that k G F S and k G F N .
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INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to provide upper bounds of various types for
 .k G , the number of conjugacy classes of a finite group G. Several such
w xresults were obtained by Kovacs and Robinson in KR , and we developÂ
some of their themes, as well as proving some of their conjectures.
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Throughout, we make use of the classification of finite simple groups.
 .For this we require bounds for k G when G is simple, and our basic
 .result is Theorem 1. In the statement we write rk G for the ``untwisted''
Lie rank of the finite group G of Lie type}that is, the rank of the
corresponding simple algebraic group.
THEOREM 1. Let G be a finite simple group of Lie type o¨er F . Ifq
 .l s rk G then
lk G F 6q . .  .
Ã Ã .Note that if G is the simply connected cover of G then k G is at least
l lr2 w xq unless G is a Suzuki group or a Ree group where it is q Ca2, 3.7.6 .
 w xThis fact is used in Py1 to obtain a roughly logarithmic lower bound on
.the number of conjugacy classes of a group of order g.
There is not much that is new or difficult about Theorem 1, but it is a
convenient and usable general result, and our proof is uniform and
reasonably short. For many types of classical groups G, Wall and Macdon-
w x  .ald Wa, Mac obtain precise values of k G as coefficients of certain
 .generating functions although their groups G are usually not simple ; and
 .the values of k G for various exceptional simple groups G can be found
w xin the references CR, Mi1, Shi1, Shi2, Sho, Su1, War .
Our first application of Theorem 1 is the completion of some work in
w x w xKR on conjugacy classes of permutation groups. In KR, Sect. 1 , it is
 . ny1proved that any subgroup G of S satisfies k G F 5 , and the proof ofn
 . ny1a proposed improvement of this to k G F 2 is reduced to the case
where G is almost simple. We use Theorem 1 to handle this case see
.Proposition 1.9 , thus completing the proof of
 . ny1THEOREM 2. If G is any subgroup of S , then k G F 2 .n
Note that if n is a power of 2 then W s D wr C is a transitive8 n r4
 . n r42-group in S with k W ) 5 rn.n
Using Theorem 1 we also prove the following two ``reduction theorems.''
THEOREM 3. E¨ery finite group G has a soluble subgroup S such that
 . < <k G F S .
w xBy a result of Heineken He any finite soluble group S has a nilpotent
< < < < csubgroup N such that S F N for some c - 58r21. Therefore we also
 . < < chave k G F N for some nilpotent subgroup N of G.
It would be of interest to decide whether the last assertion holds with
c s 1. A particularly interesting special case is that of odd order groups.
 .Note that for G s PSL 2, q , q even, the largest order of a nilpotent
 .subgroup and k G are both equal to q q 1.
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 .THEOREM 4. Let G be a finite group with O G s 1. Then G has ap
X  . < < 5soluble p -subgroup S such that k G F S .
 .If G is a completely reducible subgroup of GL n, q , q a power of p,
 . w xthen we have O G s 1. Moreover by PP, Theorem 1 , the order of anyp
X  . 2 n p -subgroup of GL n, q is less than q . Note that by a well-known result
w xof Palfy and Wolf Pa, Wo1 there is a slightly weaker bound for the orderÂ Â
 . .of soluble completely reducible subgroups of GL n, q . Hence we obtain
the following.
 .COROLLARY 5. If G is a completely reducible subgroup of GL n, q then
 . cnk G F q , where c F 10.
w xThis confirms a conjecture of Kovacs and Robinson KR, p. 459 in aÂ
somewhat stronger form.
One can use Corollary 5 to extend a result of Arregi and Vera-Lopez
w xAV as follows. The proof is given at the end of Section 2.
 .COROLLARY 6. Fix a prime power q. If G is any subgroup of GL n, q ,
 . 1r3qo1..n2then k G F q .
 . w n2 r4 xNote that GL n, q contains abelian subgroups of order q .
We also use Corollary 5 to show that ``most'' primitive permutation
groups have a surprisingly small number of conjugacy classes see Corol-
.lary 2.15 .
A longstanding problem of Brauer is to prove that whenever B is a
 .block with defect group D of a finite group G, then k B , the number of
< <  .ordinary irreducible characters in B is at most D . If F* G , the gener-
alised Fitting subgroup of G, is a p-group, then the only p-block is the
principal p-block and D is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Thus in this case the
 .  . < <k B problem amounts to showing k G F G . We prove the following.p
 .THEOREM 7. Let G be a finite group such that F* G is a p-group and
< < a  .  .a 11G s p . Then k G F cp , where c F 2 .p
w xNote that in a recent paper Robinson and Thompson RT have pro-
vided an affirmative solution to Brauer's problem for p-soluble groups
when p G 530.
The proof of Theorem 7 relies on the following result, which may be of
independent interest. In the statement, F denotes the algebraic closure ofp
 X.F , and Lie p denotes the collection of all finite simple groups of Liep
type over fields of pX-characteristic.
 .THEOREM 8. Let H s S = ??? = S be a section of GL F , p prime,1 r n p
 X.such that the S are simple groups which are either in Lie p or sporadic.i
< < n 5Then H F c , where c F 2 .
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w x  .As a consequence of R. Knorr's work Kn on the k GV prob-È
w xlem Iranzo, Navarro, and Monasor INM proved that the inequality
  .. < < Xk GrO G F G holds for soluble groups and conjectured that thepp
same is true for p-soluble groups. We prove the following.
  ..THEOREM 9. Let G be a finite group and p a prime. Then k GrO G Fp
< < XG .p
w x  .In KR, 4.2 it is proved that if G is a finite subgroup of GL n, C then
 . nevery subgroup of GrF G has at most c conjugacy classes for some very
 .large constant c which was not explicitly computed . In Section 2 using
Theorem 3 we give a very short proof of this, showing that one may take
 .c s 103 see Theorem 2.5 . At the end of the paper, we note that this
w x  <  . < rimplies KR, 4.1 which states that if G is p-soluble with F* G s p ) 1
 .  . r .then k G F cp , again with c s 103.
The layout of the paper is as follows. Section 1 contains the proofs of
Theorems 1 and 2. In Section 2, we prove Theorems 3 and 4, and obtain
 .consequences of these concerning linear groups Theorem 2.5 and permu-
 .tation groups Corollary 2.15 . Finally, Section 3 contains the proof of
Theorems 7, 8, and 9.
1. ALMOST SIMPLE GROUPS
In this section we establish Theorems 1 and 2. We first prove Theorem 1
in a series of lemmas.
w xThe first lemma is an elementary result taken from Ga .
LEMMA 1.1. If G is a finite group and H is a subgroup of G, then
< < < <k H r G : H F k G F G : H k H . .  .  .
 .  .  .If H is a normal subgroup of G, then k G F k H k GrH .
 .If p is a prime, let k G be the number of conjugacy classes ofp
 . XXp-elements in G, and k G the number of classes of p -elements.p
 .LEMMA 1.2. Let G be a finite group and Let Z be a subgroup of Z G .
 .  .  .i Then k GrZ F k G .
 . X  .  .ii If p is a prime and Z is a p -group, then k GrZ s k G .p p
 .  .Proof. Part i is trivial. For ii note first that if gZ is a p-element in
p a p a p a GrZ, then g g Z for some a, and hence g s z for some z g Z as
X . X X y1Z is a p -group . Therefore gZ s g Z with g s gz a p-element. In
other words, every p-element in GrZ is of the form uZ for some
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p-element u g G. Now if u, ¨ are p-elements of G and uZ is conjugate in
GrZ to ¨Z, then u g s ¨z for some g g G, z g Z. As z is a pX-element
commuting with ¨ we must have z s 1, hence u conjugate to ¨ in G. Part
 .ii follows.
e  .  .  .In the next result, GL q e s " stands for the group GL q whenn n
 . e  .  .e s q and for GU q when e s y. Likewise GO q e s " stands forn n
one of the two types of orthogonal group when n is even there is of
.course only one type when n is odd .
LEMMA 1.3. Let q be a power of a prime p, and let G be one of the groups
e  .  . e  .  .  .  .GL q , Sp q , GO q . Then k G F f n , where f n is defined asn 2 n n p 1 1
 .G f n1
e  .  .GL q p nn 1r22 n. .  .Sp q p 2n .22 n 1r2e n .  .GO q p n .2n
  . .where p n is the partition function .
 .Proof. For G s GL q this is clear, as a conjugacy class of unipotentn
elements determines, and is determined by, the partition of n correspond-
 .ing to its Jordan canonical form. The same argument works for GU q byn
w   ..x   .Wa, p. 34, Case A ii which states that two elements of GU q aren
 .  2 ..conjugate in GU q if and only if they are conjugate in GL q .n n
 . w xNow consider G s Sp q with q odd. By Wa, p. 36 , a unipotent2 n
element of G determines a partition of 2n corresponding to its Jordan
.form in which the number of parts of each odd size is even. Moreover for
each even part size, there are two possibilities for a certain bilinear form
 yassociated with the Jordan blocks of this size the form c in the notation2 i
w x.of Wa . The partition and choice of bilinear forms determine the conju-
gacy class in G. Since the number of different even sizes of parts in a
 .1r2  .partition of 2n cannot exceed 2n , we conclude that k G Fp
 . 2 n.1r2  .p 2n .2 in this case. When G s Sp q with q even, the same2 n
wconclusion follows by the same argument, this time using Wa, 3.7.1 and
x3.7.2 .
e  .  . wFinally, for G s GO q , the result follows as for Sp q , using Wa, p.n 2 n
  ..x w x38, Case C ii for q odd, and Wa, 3.7.1 and 3.7.2 for q even.
Ã e  . In the next lemma, V q denotes the universal orthogonal group son
Ã e Ã e  ..  .that if Z s Z V q , then V q rZ is the simple orthogonal groupn n
e  ..PV q .n
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e Ã e a .  .  .LEMMA 1.4. Let G be one of the groups SL q , Sp q , V q , q s p .0 n 2 n n
 .  .  .Then k G F f n , where f n isp 0 2 2
 .G f n0 2
e  .  .SL q np nn 1r22 n. .  .Sp q p 2n .22 n
1r2e nÃ  .  .  .V q 2 n, 2 p n .2n
e  . e  .Proof. For G s SL q , let G s GL q and observe that G s0 n n
  ..  .G Z G ? n, q y e . Hence a unipotent conjugacy class in G splits into0
 .  .  .  .  .at most n, q y e classes in G , and so k G F n, q y e k G F np n0 p 0 p
by Lemma 1.3.
Ã e e .  .  .For G s V q , choose Z F Z G such that G rZ ( V q . Since Z0 n 0 0 n
X  .is a p -group where q is a power of the prime p , Lemma 1.2 gives
 .  .k G s k G rZ . Then by Lemma 1.3 and the argument of the firstp 0 p 0
paragraph,
< e e e <k G rZ F GO q : V q .Z GO q f n .  .  .  .  . .p 0 n n n 1
F 2 2, n f n s f n . .  .  .1 2
For the remainder of the proof, G denotes a simply connected simple
algebraic group of rank l over the algebraic closure of F , and s is ap
Frobenius morphism of G such that the fixed point group G is a group ofs
 .Lie type over F as G is simply connected, G will be of universal type .q s
l .LEMMA 1.5. We ha¨e k G F 6 .p s
Proof. If G is a classical group with natural module of dimension n,s
we have n F 2 l q 1, and if G is orthogonal we can assume that l G 3. The
result is immediate from Lemma 1.4 when l F 2, so assume l G 3. By
1r22 lq1. l .  .  .Lemma 1.4 then, k G F 2 2, n p 2 l q 1 .2 . This is less than 6 ,p s
so the result follows in this case.
 .When G is an exceptional group, upper bounds for k G ares p s
 .G Upper bound for k G Referencep s
w xE 201 Mi28
w xE 119 Mi27
w xE 46 Mi16
w xF 35 Shi1, Shi2, Sho4
w xG 9 CR, En, EY, War2
3  .. w xD with G s D q 7 Sp4 s 4
2  .. w xB with G s B q 3 Su12 s 2
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2  . w xNote. For G s E q , the upper bound 46 is not explicitly given in Mi1 ;s 6
w xbut Mi1, 6.2 gives representatives u of the classes of unipotent elementsi
0 .  .in the algebraic group G and also the groups C u rC u , from whichG i G i
0<  .  . <it follows that  C u rC u F 46, and this sum is an upper boundi G i G i
 . w x .for k G by SS, I, 3.4 .p s
The result follows immediately from the table.
l .XLEMMA 1.6. We ha¨e k G F q .p s
w  .xProof. This is immediate from SS, II, 3.13 c .
LEMMA 1.7. Let s be a semisimple element of G. Then
 .  .i C s is connected.G
pX .   . .ii O C s is a commuting product of groups of Lie type o¨erG s
extension fields of F , the sum of whose ranks is at most l.q
l .   . .iii k C s F 6 .p G s
 . w x  . w xProof. Part i follows from SS, II, 3.9 , and ii from GL, 14.1 .
l l1 r .  .   . .For iii , note that by ii and Lemma 1.5, k C s F 6 ??? 6 withp G s
l q ??? ql F l. The conclusion follows.1 r
l l .LEMMA 1.8. We ha¨e k G F 6 q .s
Proof. For x g G , we have x s x x , a product of unique commutings u s
unipotent and semisimple elements x and x , respectively, For x, y, g gu s
g g gG , we have y s x if and only if y s x and y s x . Hence if s , . . . , ss u u s s 1 m
are representatives of the conjugacy classes of semisimple elements of G ,s
then
k G s k C s , . . . s p G is
i
l l  .which is at most 6 q by Lemmas 1.6 and 1.7 iii .
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1. Let G be simple of Lie type
over F . There is a simply connected simple algebraic group G with aq
 .Frobenius morphism s such that, with a few exceptions, G s G rZ Gs s
X X X X2 2  .  .  .  . < <in the exceptions, G s Sp 2 , G 2 , G 3 , or F 2 and G : G s 2,4 2 2 4 s
.2, 3,2 or 2 . Excluding the exceptions for the moment, we have
k G F k G by Lemma 1.2 i .  . . .s
F 6 lq l by Lemma 1.8 , .
 .  . l  w x .as required. For the exceptions, k G - 6q see At , for example . This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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Our first application of Theorem 1 is the upper bound promised in the
Introduction for almost simple permutation groups, which, together, with
w xKR, Sec. 1 , gives Theorem 2.
 .PROPOSITION 1.9. If G is an almost simple subgroup of S , then k G Fn
2 ny1.
 .Proof. Let G s F* G , a simple group. If G s A with c / 6, then0 0 c
 .  . cy1 ny1   .n G c and k G F 2 p c - 2 F 2 where p c is the partition func-
.tion . If G s A or G is sporadic the conclusion is easily obtained using0 6 0
w x  .At : the precise values of k G can be read from the character tables,
while the value of n y 1 is certainly at least the smallest degree of a
 . ny1nontrivial irreducible character, from which it follows that k G F 2 in
all cases.
Now assume that G is of Lie type over F and that G \ A . Let0 q 0 c
 .  .l s rk G , and denote by P G the smallest degree of a faithful permu-0 0
 .tation representation of G . Obviously n G P G . Lower bounds for0 0
 . w x wP G can be found in KL2, Table 5.2A for G classical, and in KL2,0 0
xTable 5.3A for G exceptional. From these tables we see that one of the0
following holds:
 .  .  lq1 .  .i P G G q y 1 r q y 10
 .  .  .  . 3  . 2  .X 2  . 2  .ii G s L 7 , L 11 , G 4 , D 2 , F 2 , B q or G q .0 2 2 2 4 4 2 2
 .  .Consider first case i . By Theorem 1 and Lemma 1.1, we have k G F
 . l < < < < <  . <  .6q G : G , and G : G F Out G , which is at most 2 l q 1 log q if0 0 0 p
e  . e  .G / D q , and at most 24 log q if G s D q . We now check that0 4 p 0 4
l lq 1q y1.rqy1..y1< <6q Out G F 2 .  .0
except when l s 1 or l s 2, q s 2. The conclusion follows, except in these
 .cases. When l s 1, we have G s L q , and we may assume q G 130 2
  . .  .otherwise we are in case ii , covered below ; now k G F q q 1, whence0
k G F q q 1 .2log q - 2 q F 2 ny1. .  . p
 .  .X  .  .And when l s q s 2, G s L 2 , Sp 2 , or G 2 9, isomorphic to L 70 3 4 2 2
  ..  .  .which is under case ii , A or U 3 already handled .6 3
 . w x  w xIt remains to deal with the groups in case ii . From At and Su1, War
.for the Suzuki and Ree groups , we see that in the respective cases listed
 .in ii ,
P G s 7, 11, 416, 819, 1600, q2 q 1, or q3 q 1, .0
while
k G F 12, 16, 64, 105, 44, q q 3 log q , or q q 8 log q. .  .  .2 3
The result follows.
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2. GENERAL BOUNDS
In this section we prove Theorems 3 and 4, and use them to estimate
 .k G for linear groups.
We begin with another consequence of Theorem 1.
LEMMA 2.1. If G is a simple group of Lie type in characteristic p, then
either
 .  . < <i k G - G , orp
 .  .   . .  .ii G s L q , q e¨en in which case k G s q q 1 , or G s L 52 2
  . .in which case k G s 5 .
 . < < NProof. Let G s G q , a group of Lie type over F , and write G s q ,pq
where the value of N can be read off from the order of G, given for
w xinstance in KL2, Sect. 5.1 .
 . < <Assume that k G G G . Then by Theorem 1, we havep
lNq F 6q , .
 .where l s rk G . One checks that this only holds in the following cases:
 .  .1 G s L q2
 . e  .2 G s L q , q F 323
 . e  .  .  .3 G s L q with q s 2 4 F n F 7 or q s 3 4 F n F 5 or q sn
 .4, 5 n s 4
 .  .X  .4 G s PSp q , q F 5, or Sp 24 6
 . e  .5 G s PV 28
 . 2  .6 G s B q2
 . 2  . 3  . 2  .X 2  .7 G s F 2 , D 2 , G 3 , or G 27 .4 4 2 2
 .  .  .In case 1 , it is well known that for q odd, k G s q q 5 r2, so
 . < <  .k G - q s G except for q s 5; and for q even, k G s q q 1 as inp
 .  . w xconclusion ii . In 2 , one checks from St, p. 230; Enn, p. 29 that
k PGLe q F q2 q q q 2 3, q y e . .  . .  .3
 . 3  .   ..Hence k G - q except possibly when G s L 2 ; but in fact k L 2 s3 3
6 - 8, giving the conclusion in this case also.
 .  e  .. w x  .Now consider 3 . Formulae for k GL q are given in Gr for e s qn
w x  .  .and in Wa, p. 34 for e s y ; we find easily for all cases n F 7 in 3 , that
 e  .. N  . nny1.r2  .k GL q - q . n, q y e s q . n, q y e , giving the conclusion byn
 .Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 i .
 . w x 2  .. 2For 6 , Su1 gives k B q s q q 3 - q .2
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 .  .  . w xFinally, all the groups G in 4 , 5 , and 7 can be found in At , from
 . < <which we see that k G - G . This completes the proof.p
In the next lemma, by an intra¨ariant subgroup S of a group G we mean
that for all automorphisms a of G, the subgroup Sa is G-conjugate to S.
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a direct product of isomorphic copies of a non-
abelian finite simple group T. Then G has an intra¨ariant nilpotent subgroup
< <  .H such that H G k G .
Proof. Consider first the case G s T. If T has a Sylow p-subgroup P
 . < <for some prime p such that k T F P then we are done.
< < ny u log 2 nvy1It is straightforward to see that A G 2 . By a result of2n
c n’w x  . ’Erdos Er we have p n F e for all n where c s p 2r3 . This impliesÍ
 .  . < <k A F 2 p n F A for n G 32. For alternating groups of degree less2n n
 . < <than 32 and for sporadic groups one can easily check that k T F T forp
w x  .some prime p using At usually p s 2 will do .
By Lemma 2.1 the same is true for simple groups of Lie type with the
 .exception of L q , q even. In the latter case however T contains an2
 .  w x.intravariant cyclic subgroup of order q q 1 s k T see Su2, I. 3.6.23 .
Suppose now that G s T r and K is an intravariant nilpotent subgroup
< <  . r < <  . rof T with K G k T . The subgroup H s K is nilpotent and H G k T
 .  .s k G . Moreover, Aut G permutes the direct factors of G and this
implies that H is intravariant in G. This completes the proof.
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a finite group and let G s G 2 G 2 ??? 2 G s0 1 r
1 be a normal series with each G 1 G. Let G s G rG . Let p be a fixedi i iy1 i
prime. Suppose, for each i, that H is an intra¨ariant soluble pX-subgroup ofi
X r< < < <G . Then G has a soluble p -subgroup H such that H G  H .i is1 i
w xProof. This is a special case of Su2, II. 5.3.17 .
Proof of Theorem 3. Let G s G 2 G 2 ??? 2 G s 1 be a chief0 1 r
series of G. For each i the chief factor G is a direct product ofi
isomorphic simple groups. If G is nonabelian we apply Lemma 2.2 to Gi i
 . < <to find an intravariant soluble subgroup H of G such that k G F H .i i i i
Otherwise set H s G . By Lemma 2.3, G has a soluble subgroup H suchi i
r r< < < < < <  .that H G  H . Using Lemma 1.1 we obtain that H G  k G Gis1 i is1 i
 .k G as required.
We next use Theorem 3 to prove Theorem 2.5 below, which is an
w ximprovement of a result of Kovacs and Robinson KR, 4.2 . In the proofÂ
w xwe require the following lemma, which is taken from Is, 14.16 .
 .LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL n, C . Then there exists an
< < nabelian A 1 G such that B : B l A F 12 for e¨ery abelian subgroup B
of G.
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THEOREM 2.5. Let G and A be as in Lemma 2.4. Then for e¨ery subgroup
 . nH of GrA we ha¨e k H F c , where c F 103.
Proof. By Theorem 3 it is sufficient to prove that a soluble subgroup S
nof GrA has order at most c . The full preimage of S is a soluble subgroup
w xS of G containing A. By a result of Dornhoff Do, 36.4 , a soluble
 . < <subgroup S of GL n, C has an abelian normal subgroup B with S : B
4 n r3 10 n r9 n < < < <F 2 ? 3 s d . Using Lemma 2.4 we obtain that S F S : B l A
n n< < < <  .s S : B B : B l A F 12 d F 103 as required.
 .m  . mNote that SL 2, 5 F GL 2m, C . This has A as a quotient group5 ’which shows that in Theorem 2.5 we must have c G 5 .
 .For the proof of our second reduction theorem Theorem 4 we need
the following result. In the statement, we use the following notation. For
integers q, i G 2, a primiti¨ e prime di¨ isor q is a prime which dividesi
i j  w xq y 1 but does not divide q y 1 for 1 F j F i y 1 by Zs , q existsi
 .  ..unless i s 2 or q, i s 2, 6 . Also, for a positive integer l and a prime p,
we denote the p9-part of l by l .p9
LEMMA 2.6. Let G be a simple group of Lie type o¨er F in characteristicq
2 2 2  .p, not of type B , G , or F , and let l s rk G . Then G possesses a soluble2 2 4
intra¨ariant pX-subgroup S such that
 . < < l e  .  .i S G q q 1, if G / D q e s ", l G 4 , andl
 . < <  l .  l . e  .  .Xii S G q y e l r 4, q y e , if G s D q e s ", l G 4 .p l
Proof. Assume first that G is classical and not unitary. Let r be a
< <primitive prime divisor of G as follows
G r Exceptions
 .  .  .L q q l s 1, l q 1, q s 6, 2lq1 lq1
 .  .  .  .  .PSp q , PV q l G 2 q l, q s 3, 22 l 2 lq1 2 l
q  .  .  .  .PV q l G 4 q l, q s 6, 22 l l
y  .  .PV q l G 4 q2 l 2 l
Exclude the cases in the exceptions column for the moment. Let R be a
Sylow r-subgroup of G, and define
S s O X N R . . .p G
Clearly S is intravariant.
 .When G s L q , S normalizes a subgroup generated by a Singerlq1
  lq1 .  . ...  :.cycle s in G of order q y 1 r q y 1 l q 1, q y 1 , and N s rG
 : < <  lq1 .  . l s is cyclic of order l q 1. Hence S G q y 1 r q y 1 G q q 1 and
X .S is soluble of p -order , as required.
 .  l.If G s PSp q , then G has a subgroup PSp q , and this contains a2 l 2
l < < lsubgroup of order q q 1 normalizing R. Hence S G q q 1, and S is
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 .  .easily seen to be soluble. Similarly, PV q q odd contains a subgroup2 lq1
y l. < < llof index 2 in GO q ( D , giving S G q q 1 in this case also.2 2q q1.
y  .  . y l.Next, if G s PV q l G 4 , then G has a subgroup PV q .l of2 l 2
 l .  l .order divisible by q q 1 lr 4, q q 1 , containing R as a normal sub-
< <  l .  l .Xgroup. Hence S G q q 1 l r 4, q q 1 .p
q  .  .Now consider G s PV q l G 4 . If l is odd then R lies in a subgroup2 l
 .  .  :of index 2, q y 1 in a subgroup GL q r y 1 of G, and S normalizes al
< <  l .  l .XSinger cycle therein, whence S G q y 1 l r 4, q y 1 . If l is even thenp
y . y . < <R lies in a subgroup of type O q = O q , whence we see that S Gl l
 l r2 .2  .q q 1 and S is soluble as in the previous paragraph.
 .For the excluded exceptions G s L q , we take S to be a subgroup of2
 .  . q  .order q q 1, while for the remaining exceptions L 2 , Sp 2 , V 2 we6 6 12
  ..Xtake S s O N R , where R is a Sylow 7-subgroup of G.2 G
 .  .To finish the classical case, consider now G s U q l G 2 . Let R belq1
 .the image in G of the subgroup of all diagonal matrices in SU q ,lq1
relative to a fixed orthonormal basis of the underlying unitary space. Then
< <  . l  .  .R s q q 1 r q q 1, l q 1 and N R rR ( S . There exists s gG lq1
 .N R acting as an l q 1-cycle on the orthonormal basis, and havingG
 :. < <  . l lXmatrix entries "1. Define S s O R, s . Then S G q q 1 ) q q 1,p
 :and S is intravariant since Aut G s G, d , f , where d is diagonal and f
is a field automorphism fixing each element of the orthonormal basis see
w x.KL2, Sect. 2.3 . This completes the proof for G classical.
 2 2 2Now suppose that G is of exceptional type not B , G , F , by hypoth-2 2 4
.esis . Let G be a simple algebraic group over F and s a FrobeniusqXp  .morphism of G such that G s O G . If G is of untwisted type, then wes
w xsee from Ca1 that there is a s-stable maximal torus T of G such that the
order of T s T l G iss
< < w xG T Diagram of T in Ca1
8 7 5 4 3 .E q q q q y q y q y q q q q 1 E8 8
7 .  .  .  .E q q q 1 r 2, q y 1 E a7 7 1
6 3 .  .  .  .E q q q q q 1 r 3, q y 1 E a6 6 1
4 .  .F q q q 1 4 A4 1
2 Ä .  .G q q q 1 A q A2 1 1
w xMoreover, T is intravariant in G by LSS, 1.3 . For types E , F , G , take8 4 2
< < lS s T ; as S G q q 1, the result holds for these types. Now let G be of
  .. <  . <Xtype E or E , and take S s O N T . We assert that N T rT s 9 or6 7 p G G
0 .  .   .14 respectively : for in both cases C T s T as otherwise C T wouldG G
 . w x  .  .contain a fundamental A s SL q by SS, II, 4.1 , whereas C A ( A q2 G 5
 .  . < <.or D q respectively does not contain a subgroup of order T . Hence6
 .  . w x  .  . N T s N T , and by SS, II, 1.8 , N T rT ( C w where w is anG G G W
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.element of the Weyl group W of G with diagram as above , which has
w x < < 6 3order 9 or 14 Ca1 . Hence the assertion. Therefore S G q q q q 1 or
q7 q 1. Clearly S is soluble, so the conclusion follows in the untwisted
case.
2  .  6 3 .If G s E q , take T to be a maximal torus of order q y q q 1 r6
 .  .6   ..X3, q q 1 if p / 3, and of order q q 1 if p s 3; define S s O N Tp G
in the first case, S s T in the second. Then S is intravariant again by
w x. < <  6 3 . < <  .6LSS, 1.3 , S G 3 q y q q 1 if p / 3, and S s q q 1 if p s 3,
giving the conclusion.
3  .The final case is G s D q . Here take S to be a maximal torus of order4
 . 3 .   .  3..  .q q 1 q q 1 lying in a subgroup X s SL q (SL q ? 2, q y 1 .2 2
 :There is an element f g Aut G of order 3 log q such that Aut G s G fp
and f normalizes X. Thus we may choose S to be normalized by f,
whence S is intravariant.
LEMMA 2.7. Let G be a simple group of Lie type in characteristic p. Then
X  . < < 4G has a soluble, intra¨ariant p -subgroup S such that k G - S .
Proof. Assume first that G is not of type 2B , 2 G , 2F , or De, so by2 2 4 l
X < <Lemma 2.6, G has a soluble intravariant p -subgroup S such that S G
l  .  .  . lq q 1, where l s rk G . By Theorem 1, k G F 6q . The conclusion
 . l  l .4follows, since for all q we have 6q - q q 1 .
e  .Now let G s D q with e s "1, l G 4. By Lemma 2.6, G has a solublel
X < <  l .  l .Xintravariant p -subgroup S with S G q y e l r 4, q y e . If q is evenp
< < < l  . l  l .4or 4 l, then S G q y 1, giving the conclusion as 6q - q y 1 for
 . l < < 4 q G 2, l G 4. If l G 9 then also 6q - S note that for the ``smallest
 .9  9 . .4.case'' q s 3, l s 9, we have 18 - 3 y 1 r4 . For l s 5 or 7 we have
< < lS G q y 1 unless p s 5 or 7, respectively; in these cases we only need to
 .5  5 . .4  .7  7 . .4check that 30 - 5 y 1 r4 and 42 - 7 q 1 r4 . Finally, when
< <  6 .  .6l s 6 we have S G q y 1 r2, and we need only check that 18 -
 6 . .43 y 1 r2 .
2  . 2  . 2  .XTo complete the proof, assume that G s B q , G q , or F q . In2 2 4
w xthese cases we see from Su1, War, Shi1 that G has intravariant tori of
2 3’’ ’ ’orders q q 2 q q 1, q q 3q q 1 or q q 2 q q q q 2 q q 1, while
 . 2  2  .X w x.k G s q q 3, q q 8, or q q 4q q 17, respectively 22 for F 2 At .4
The conclusion follows.
LEMMA 2.8. Let G be a simple group and p a prime. Then G has a soluble
X  . < < 4intra¨ariant p -subgroup S such that k G - S .
Proof. The case when G is of Lie type in characteristic p is settled by
Lemma 2.7. If G is of Lie type in characteristic r / p then our conclusion
follows from Lemma 2.1. If G s A then it is easy to see that we can takek
S to be a Sylow 2-subgroup or a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. One can also
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w xcheck using At that if G is sporadic then G has Sylow p-subgroups P
< < 4  .with P ) k G for at least two different primes p. The proof is com-
plete.
We will use another consequence of Lemma 2.6.
LEMMA 2.9. Let G be a simple group and p a prime. Then G has a soluble
intra¨ariant pX-subgroup S such that
< < < <2 Out G F S . . p
Proof. It is easy to see that for alternating groups and sporadic groups
we can take S to be a Sylow r-subgroup for some prime r / p.
<  . < 3One can also check that if G is of Lie type over F then 2 Out G F qpq
2  .  .  . <  . <holds and for G s B q or L q q even , we have 2 Out G F q.p2 2
<  . < < <When the characteristic of G is r / p then this gives us 2 Out G F Gp r
 . < < f <  . <unless G s L q , q odd. In this case we have G s q s r and 2 Out Gr2
<  . < < <  .s 4 f. Therefore 2 Out G F G unless p s 2 and G s L 3 which isp r 2
soluble.
It remains to consider the case when G has characteristic r s p. In this
<  . <case it is easy to check that Out G F q holds. Let S be a solublep
intravariant pX-subgroup of G of maximal order. Lemma 2.6 and the
<  . < < <discussion in the proof of Lemma 2.7 show that we have 2 Out G F Sp
2  . 2  .  .except possibly if G s B q , G q , or L q , q odd. However, in these2 2 2
<  . < < <cases we have 2 Out G F 2 f F q F S . The proof is complete.p
We now recall some properties of the generalized Fitting subgroup
 .F* G of a finite group G. The components of G are its subnormal
 .quasisimple subgroups and the layer E G of G is the subgroup generated
Ä  .   ..by its components. The group E s E G rZ E G is a direct product of
Äsimple groups, say E s L = ??? = L . The Fitting subgroup is the direct1 k
 . < <product of the groups F s O G for the primes p dividing G . Thei p ii
 .  .  .generalised Fitting subgroup of G is F* G s E G ? F G . It is well
  ..   ..known that Z s C F* G s Z F* G , and hence GrZ has an embed-G
  ..  .ding into the group A s Aut E G = Aut F .i
LEMMA 2.10. With the abo¨e notation, denote by pti the order of thei
 .Frattini factor group F rF F .i i
 .   ..i There is a normal subgroup B of Out E G such that B is0 0
k  .   ..isomorphic to a subgroup of  Out L and Out E G rB has anis1 i 0
embedding into S .k
 .  .ii For each i there is a normal subgroup B of Out F such that B isi i i
 .  .a p -group and Out F rB has an embedding into GL t , p .i i i i i
w xProof. This is Py2, 2.2 .
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 .LEMMA 2.11. Let G be a finite group with O G s 1.p
X Ä .i There exists a soluble intra¨ariant p -subgroup S in E s L = ??? =1
<   .. < < <L such that Out E G F S .pk
 . <   .. < <  . < 8r5ii Aut F G F F G .p
Proof. There exist intravariant soluble pX-subgroups S of maximali
order in L such that S s  k S is an intravariant soluble pX-subgroup ofi is1 i
ÄE. The order of a p-subgroup of the symmetric group of degree k is less
k  .than 2 . By Lemmas 2.10 i and 2.9
k k
k < < < <Out E G F 2 Out L F S s S . .  . .  p pi i
is1 is1
 .This proves i .
w x <  . < 8 t i r5By a result of Wolf Wo1, Theorem 1.6 , GL t , p F p . Usingpi i i
 .  .Lemma 2.10 ii we obtain part ii .
Ã .Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose O G s 1. Consider a chief series G sp
Ã Ã Ã  .G 2 ??? 2 G s 1 of the group G s GrF* G and let G s G 2 ??? 20 r 0
 .G s F* G be the corresponding series of normal subgroups of G. Setr
Ä .G s F G , G s 1. Clearly G rG ( E. Let H be a maximalrq1 rq2 r rq1 i
X  .soluble intravariant p -subgroup of G s G rG ; note that H s F G .i i iq1 rq1
X < < rq1 < <By Lemma 2.3, G has a soluble p -subgroup H such that H G  H .is1 i
 r < < 4. < <Using Lemma 2.8 we obtain that  H . H is greater than theis1 i rq1
 .  .product of k G for all G i s 1, . . . , r q 1 which are not p-groups. Byi i
Lemma 2.11 the product of the orders of the p-groups among the G is ati
8r5 5 rq1< < < < < <  .  .most H H . Therefore we have H G  k G G k G as re-rq1 r is1 i
quired.
As noted in the Introduction, Theorem 4 implies that if G is an
 .  . 10 n irreducible subgroup of GL n, q then k G F q as stated in Corollary
.5 . As we will see this in turn implies that ``most'' primitive permutation
groups have a surprisingly small number of conjugacy classes see Corol-
.lary 2.15 below . To prove this, we first record some well-known facts
about primitive groups.
LEMMA 2.12. There is a constant c such that whene¨er G is a primiti¨ e0
subgroup of S other than A or S , then eithern n n
m .   ..i G is S or A acting on 2-sets n s , or G is a subgroup ofm m 2
2  2 .S wr S containing A n s m , orm 2 m
 . < <  1r3 .ii G F exp c n log n .0
w xProof. This is immediate from Cam, Theorem 6.1 .
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t .In the next lemma, for a group G we denote by P G the smallestf
degree of a faithful transitive permutation representation of G.
LEMMA 2.13. If S , . . . , S are non-abelian simple groups, then1 r
r
t tP S = ??? = S G P S . .  .f 1 r f i
is1
w  .x wProof. This follows from KL2, 5.2.7 ii and the remark after KL2,
x5.2.7 .
LEMMA 2.14. Let G be a primiti¨ e subgroup of S with non-abelian soclen
< <S. Then G has a normal subgroup K containing S, such that KrS F n and
GrK has an embedding into S with r F log n.r 5
Proof. We know that S is a direct power of a non-abelian simple group,
r  .say S s L . By Lemma 2.13, if P L denotes the minimal faithful permuta-
 . rtion degree of L, then P L F n. It follows that r F log n. Now G acts5
on the direct factors of S by conjugation. The kernel K of this action has
 . ran embedding into Aut L , and GrK F S . It is easily checked thatr
<  . <  .   .  . .Out L F P L see i , ii in the proof of Proposition 1.9 , and this gives
< <us KrS F n as required.
COROLLARY 2.15. Let G be a primiti¨ e subgroup of S with socle S s Lr,n
L simple.
 .  .  .  .i For sufficiently large n, we ha¨e k G F k S and k S sn n’ ’ ’  ..  .1 q o 1 exp 2p n r 6 r4n 3 .
 .  . 11ii If L is not an alternating group then k G F n .
 .  .Proof. The asymptotic estimate for k S s p n is a classical result ofn
 .Hardy and Ramanujan. An asymptotic estimate for k A appears inn
w x  .  .DET . This shows that k A is roughly half of k S . It is clear that if Gn n
 .  .  1r4.  .is as in Lemma 2.12 i then k G F exp c n and in case ii of Lemma1
 . < <  1r3 .  .2.12 we have k G F G F exp c n log n . Part i of our statement0
follows.
 .To prove ii first note that if S is non-abelian then by Theorem 2 and
 . ry1 2Lemma 2.14 we have k GrS F n2 F n . On the other hand using
 .Theorem 1 and the bounds for the minimum degree P L listed in the
 .  .4proof of Proposition 1.9 it is straightforward to see that k L F P L
w xholds when L is of Lie type; and the same holds for L sporadic by At . It
 . 6follows that if S is non-abelian then we have k G F n . If S is abelian of
order pr then GrS may be identified with an irreducible subgroup of
 .  . 11 r 11GL r, p . Therefore in this case, by Corollary 5, k G F p s n . The
proof is complete.
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In view of the above estimates it might be possible that there is a
polynomial time algorithm for finding representatives of the conjugacy
classes of primitive groups G when L is not an alternating group.
We end this section with an estimate for the number of conjugacy
 .classes of arbitrary subgroups of GL n, q .
 .  e.Proof of Corollary 6. If G is any subgroup of GL n, q q s p , then
 .GrO G may be viewed as a completely reducible linear group acting onp
the direct sum of the composition factors of the natural module for G. By
  .. 10 nCorollary 5, k GrO G F q holds. By a result of Arregi and Vera-p
w x  .  .Lopez AV, p. 2 for any p-subgroup P of GL n, q we have k P F
1r3qo1..n2  .   ..   .. 1r3qo1..n2q . Hence k G F k O G k GrO G F q as re-p p
quired.
 .3. ON THE k B PROBLEM
The aim of this section is to prove Theorems 7, 8, and 9. First we will
prove Theorem 8.
For a simple group S and a prime p, define
R S s min n : S F PGL F , .  5 /p n p
M S s min n : S is a section of PGL F . .  5 /p n p
 .  .Clearly R S G M S ; analysis of precisely when the reverse inequalityp p
w x w xholds is the subject of FT , a project completed in KL1 . The following
w xlemma is an immediate consequence of FT, Sect. 3; KL1, Theorem 3 .
 X .Recall that Lie p denotes the collection of all simple groups of Lie type
over fields of pX-characteristic.
LEMMA 3.1. Let p be a prime.
 .  .  .i If S is a sporadic group, then M S s R S .p p
 .  .  X.  .ii If S s S r , a group in Lie p o¨er F of untwisted rank l, thenl r
M S G min R S , r l . .  . 4p p
 5 .COROLLARY 3.2. There is a constant c e. g., c s 2 will do such that if
 X. < < M pS .S g Lie p or S is sporadic, then S - c .
 X.  .Proof. Assume first that S g Lie p , and let S s S r as in Lemmal
 .  . w x1 ii . Lower bounds for R S are given by LS , from which we find thatp
 .  l .  .  . 2  . R S G r y 1 r2 except when S s L 9 , L 4 , or B r in the latterp 2 3 2
 .  ..’case, R S G rr2 r y 1 . Exclude these exceptional cases for the mo-p
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 .  l .  .ment. Then M S G r y 1 r2 by Lemma 3.1 ii . Clearly there is ap
<  . <  r ly1 .r2  .  X.constant c such that S r c for all groups S r g Lie p . Simplel l
calculations with the orders of simple groups show that c s 25 works. For
the excluded cases, c s 25 clearly works also.
 .  .  .Finally, when S is sporadic, we have M S s R S by Lemma 3.1 i .p p
 . w xLower bounds for R S are given in KL2, 5.3.8 . Comparing these withp
< < R pS .  5the orders of the sporadic groups, we find that S - c where c s 2
}indeed this works for much smaller c, the best being about 211r3 for the
.group Suz - PGL .12
Proof of Theorem 8. We prove Theorem 8 by induction on r. The case
r s 1 follows from Corollary 3.2, so assume r G 2.
 X .Let S , . . . , S be simple groups, each either in Lie p or sporadic, and1 r
r  .  .suppose  S is a section of GL F s GL V ; assume n is minimal for1 i n p
 .this. Let S s HrK, where H F GL V and K 1 H, and take H to bei
minimal for this.
Clearly H is perfect. Observe also that K is nilpotent: for if M is a
 .maximal subgroup of H then MK - H by minimality of H , hence
 .MK s M and so K F M. Thus K F F H , the Frattini subgroup of H,
and hence K is nilpotent. For each i, let H be the subgroup of Hi
containing K such that H rK s S .i i
 .Suppose first that V x H the restriction of V to H is irreducible. By
Clifford's theorem, we have
V x K s W [ ??? [ W ,1 a
a sum of H-conjugate homogeneous components W . Set b s dim W . Leti 1
 4  . J s i : H F H . Observe that for i g J, we have H g C W other-i W i H 11
. W1wise H would act trivially on V ; hence  S is a section of H si ig J i
 .  4 < < bHrC W . Assume J / 1, . . . , r . Then by induction,  S - c . OnH 1 ig J i
the other hand, the homogeneous components W are permuted faithfullyi
and transitively by  S , so by Lemma 2.13, we have a G  m ,if J i if J i
t . < < M pSi. < < m iwhere m s P S . By Corollary 3.2, we have S - c , so S - c ,i f i i i
 t .  ..since P S G M S . Hence if b ) 1, thenf i p i
r
n b a b a b m i < <c s c G c .c G c . c ) S ,  i
ifJ 1
as in the conclusion of the theorem. And if b s 1, then J s B and
n a r < <  4c s c )  S similarly. Hence we may assume that J s 1, . . . , r ; in1 i
other words, V x K s W is a homogeneous K-module.1
 .If K is abelian, then K consists of scalars, hence K F Z H . Then H is
w xa commuting product of quasisimple groups H , and by KL2, 5.5.7 wei
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 .have n G R S , which gives the conclusion using Corollary 3.2. Hencep i
we may also assume that K is non-abelian.
Suppose that V x K is reducible. Then there is a tensor decomposition
 .V s V m V with dim V , dim V ) 1, such that K F GL V m 1, embed-1 2 1 2 1
 .  .  .ded in the obvious way in GL V m GL V - GL V , with K irreducible1 2
 .  w x. w  .xin GL V see KL2, Remark after 4.4.3 . By KL2, 4.4.3 ii , we have1
 .  .  .H F N K F GL V m GL V . By the minimality of n, neitherG LV . 1 2
 .  . rGL V nor GL V has  S as a section. Hence there is a proper1 2 1 i
X  4  .  .non-empty subset J of 1, . . . , r such that GL V , GL V have sections1 2
 .X X , S , , S respectively , and the conclusion follows by induction.ig J i if J i
Thus we may suppose that V x K is irreducible. Recall that K is
nilpotent. Choose a prime q such that K has a non-abelian Sylow
q-subgroup Q. Then Q 1 H, and as above we may assume that V x Q is
irreducible. If A is a characteristic abelian subgroup of Q then A 1 H,
and again as above, we obtain the conclusion unless A consists of scalars.
Hence we may suppose that every characteristic abelian subgroup of Q
is cyclic; in other words, Q is a q-group of symplectic type. The structure
 wof such groups is known, by a well known result of Philip Hall see As,
x.23.9 . In particular, Q has a characteristic irreducible subgroup Q which0
1q2 m 1q2 m is either an extraspecial group q , or of the form Z (2 with4
. m  .q s 2 . Then n s q and H F N Q . Now HrK is isomorphic to aG LV . 0
 .  .  .subgroup of Aut Q rInn Q , hence to subgroup of PSp q . Therefore0 0 2 m
r
2 m2 m qm q nS F PSp q - q - c s c , . i 2 m
1
giving the conclusion of the theorem.
This completes the proof under the assumption that V x H is irre-
ducible. Now suppose V is a reducible H-module, and let W be an
 .irreducible H-submodule. By the minimality of n, neither GL W nor
 . rGL VrW has a section  S . Hence there is a proper non-empty subset1 i
 4 W  .L of 1, . . . , r such that H s HrC W has a section  S andH ig L i
 .V r W  .   .  .. C W s C W r C W l C VrW has a section  S noteH H H H if L i
  .  .. .that C W l C VrW is a p-group . Writing b s dim W, we have byH H
induction
b nybS - c , S - c , i i
igL ifL
giving the result.
This completes the proof of Theorem 8.
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let p be a prime and let S , . . . , S be non-abelian1 r
simple groups.
 .  . w xi If S = ??? = S is a section of GL F , then r F nr2 .1 r n p
 . rii If each S is an alternating group of degree a , then  a F 3n.i i 1 i
 .Proof. If r s 1 then i obviously holds. The induction process used in
the proof of Theorem 8 can be used to prove the general case. One only
has to observe that when n s q m and H s S = ??? = S is a subgroup of1 r
 .  . w xPSp q then H is a section of GL F which implies r F m - nr22 m 2 m q
 . wby induction. Part ii can be proved in the same way, this time using FT;
xKL2, 5.3.7 to establish the case r s 1.
In the proof of Theorem 7 it is convenient to use the following similar
w xresult for soluble groups, taken from KR, 3.1 .
LEMMA 3.4. Let G be a finite soluble group, p a prime. Suppose that
<  . < r  . ry1 rF G s p where r is a positi¨ e integer. Then k G F 3 p .
 .  .   ..Proof of Theorem 7. We have F* G s F G . Let U s F O G . Thenp
 .  .  .  .  . < <  .F GrU s F G rU and k G F k U k GrU F U k GrU , so it suf-
 .fices to consider the case where U s 1 and hence G* s GrF G acts
faithfully as a group of linear transformations of the elementary abelian
 . <  . < np-group F G . Set F G s p .
 .   ..  .Consider the soluble radical O G of G. Then F O G s F G , so by` `
  ..  .nLemma 3.4 we have k O G F 3 p .`
 .The socle S of GrO G is a direct product of simple groups, say`
 .S s L = ??? = L . Moreover G s GrO G permutes the simple groups1 r `
 .  .L . The kernel K of this action is a subgroup of Aut L = ??? = Aut Li 1 r
and GrK is a subgroup of S . By Corollary 3.3 we have r F nr2 andr
n r2 .therefore k GrK F 2 by Theorem 2.
 .It remains to estimate k K . We will use the following two facts, the
first of which is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 2.1, and the
w xsecond of which can be checked easily using KL2, Sect. 5.1 for example.
 . <  . < < <Fact 1. If L is a non-abelian simple group, then k L Out L F L .
Fact 2. If L is a simple group of Lie type in characteristic p, and
< < t <  . < tL s p , then Out L F 2 .p
 . r  . <  . <It is clear that k K F  k L Out L .is1 i i
 . <  . < t  .If L s A then k L Out L F 2 , therefore by Corollary 3.3 ii thet
total contribution of alternating groups to the above product is at most 23n.
 X .By Theorem 8 and Fact 1 the contribution of groups in Lie p and of
sporadic groups is at most 25n.
It follows using Lemma 2.1 and Fact 2 that the contribution of the
 .  .b < < bremaining Lie p terms is at most 2 p where K s p .p
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< < aWrite G s p . Putting everything together we obtainp
an bn r2 8 n 11k G F k O G k K k GrK F 3 p ? 2 ? 2 ? 2 p F 2 p . .  .  .  .  . .  . .`
The proof of Theorem 7 is complete.
For the proof of Theorem 9 we shall need the following result.
LEMMA 3.5. If T is a non-abelian simple group and p is a prime, then
< < < < X2k T Out T - T .  . p p
 .  .  .   . .with just the following exceptions: T , p s A , 2 , A , 2 , L 7 , 2 .5 6 2
 .Proof. If T is sporadic or A n F 8 then our conclusion can easily ben
w x < <checked using At . Now let T s A with n G 9. We have S Fpn n
ny1.r py1. ny1  . n  . <  . < < < 2 ny1p F 2 and 2k T F 2 . Hence 2k T Out T T F 2p p
< <which is less than T s n!r2 as required.
 .  2 .  .Now consider T s L q , of order q q y 1 r 2, q y 1 . We may as-2
sume T \ A , so q / 4, 5, 9.n
 . < < X  .If q is even then k T s q q 1 and T G q q y 1 . Hencep
< <2k T OutT s 2 q q 1 log q , .  .
 .and this is less than q q y 1 for q G 8.
< < X  .  .  . <  . <If q is odd then T G q q y 1 r2, k T s q q 5 r2 and Out T sp
2 log q, so
< < < <2k T Out T s q q 5 . 2 log q . .  .  .p p
 .  .  .This is less than q q y 1 r2 except when q, p s 7, 2 , as in the conclu-
sion of the lemma.
2  . 2 2 . . 2 aq1Next let T s B q , of order q q q 1 q y 1 , with q s 2 G 8.2
 . w x < < X  2 . .Here k T s q q 3 by Su1 , and T G q q 1 q y 1 . Sincep
 .  2 . .2 q q 3 log q - q q 1 q y 1 for q G 8, the result follows.
e  .  .  .  .Suppose now that T s L q . Since L 2 ( L 7 and U 2 is soluble,3 3 2 3
we may assume that q ) 2. As noted in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we have
 e  ..  2 . .  .  e  ..  2k PGL q F q q q q 2 3, q y e , whence k T s k L q F q q3 3
. .2 < < 3 3 . 2 .  .q q 2 3, q y e . Also, T s q q y e q y 1 r 3, q y e , from which
< < X  3 . 2 .  .we see that T G q y e q y 1 r 3, q y e . We now check thatp
22< <2k T Out T F 2 q q q q 2 3, q y e .2 log q .  .  . .
- q3 y e q2 y 1 r 3, q y e . .  .
 .  .  . w xexcept when q, e s 4, q or 5, y . For these cases we see from At
  ..   ..that k L 4 s 10, k U 5 s 14, and the result follows.3 3
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We now complete the proof of the lemma. In view of the previous cases,
 .we assume that T s T q is of Lie type over F , of untwisted rank l, and isq
 . e  . 2  . not isomorphic to L q , L q , or B q . In particular T is not2 3 2
2  .X  .X  .X .G 3 , G 2 , or B 2 .2 2 2
 w xFrom the orders the simple groups of Lie type see KL2, Sec. 5.1 for
.instance , we check that
 . < < X < < XFact 1. Provided T / U 2 , we have T G T .p q4
Next, a straightforward calculation gives
Fact 2. We have
l
X< < < <2. 6q . Out T - T , .  . q
except when T is one of the groups
L 2 , L 3 , L 2 , L 2 , U 2 , U 3 , U 2 , U 2 , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .4 4 5 6 4 4 5 6
X" 3 2PSp 3 , PSp 4 , Sp 2 , V 2 , D 2 , F 2 . .  .  .  .  .  .4 4 6 8 4 4
 .  . lSince k T F 6q by Theorem 1, the result follows from the previous
two facts, except when T is in the list of exceptions in Fact 2. Of these
 . w x  .groups, all but L 2 can be found in At , where the values of k T are6
 .given, from which the conclusion follows. Finally, for T s L 2 we see6
w x  .using Mac, p. 43 that k T s 60, and again the result follows. This
completes the proof of the lemma.
Our proof of Theorem 9 now follows closely the argument given in
w xINM for the soluble case.
< <Proof of Theorem 9. We argue by induction on G . We may assume
 .that O G s 1. If N is a minimal normal subgroup of G and MrN sp
 .  . < < XO GrN then, by induction we have k GrM F GrN .pp
 . < < XIf M / G then again by induction we have that k M F N . There-p
 .  .  . < < Xfore by Lemma 1.1 we obtain that k G F k GrM k M F G as re-p
quired.
Suppose now that M s G.
If N is abelian then G s VP where V is a normal elementary abelian
 .q-subgroup of G q / p and P is a Sylow p-subgroup. Now V is a faithful
w x  .  .F P-module and by Knorr's results Kn it follows that k G F k VP FÈq
< < < < XV s G as required.p
Hence we may assume that G has a minimal normal subgroup N which
is a direct-power of a non-abelian simple group, say N s T r, G has a
 .  .natural embedding into Aut N s Aut T wr S , and GrN is a p-group.r
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 .  .The group Aut N has a subnormal series Aut N s A 2 A 2 ??? 20 1
 .A s 1 such that A rA , S and A rA , Aut T for i G 1. Con-rq1 0 1 r i iq1
sider the subnormal series G s G 2 G 2 ??? 2 G of G defined by0 1 rq1
G s A l G.i i
As G rG is isomorphic to a p-subgroup of S , it has order at most0 1 r
ry1  .2 . For i G 1, G rG is isomorphic to a subgroup H of Aut Ti iq1 i
containing T such that its quotient modulo T is a p-group. By Lemma 1.1
 . ry1  . r <  . < . rwe have k G F 2 k T Out T .p
 . < r < X < < XUsing Lemma 3.5 we obtain that k G F T F G except possibly ifp p
 .p s 2 and T s A , A , or L 7 .5 6 2
w xHowever, in these latter cases it can be checked directly using At that
 .  . < < Xfor any group H with T 1 H F Aut T we have 2k H F H . It follows2
 . ry1  .  . < < Xthat k G F 2 k H ??? k H F G as required. The proof of the21 r
theorem is complete.
Let us finally clarify a connection between our results and one of those
w x w xin KR . Theorem 4.1 of KR states that there is a constant c such that if
<  . < r  .  . rG is a finite p-soluble group with F* G s p ) 1 then k G F cp .
Taking c s 3.211, this follows from our Theorem 7, for if the p-soluble
 . < < n w x group G F GL n, p is completely reducible then G F 3 by Wo2 andp
w x  .KR, 4.1 reduces to the case where F* G is elementary abelian and G
. w xacts completely reducibly . In fact, combining the arguments of KR with
w xTheorem 2.5, we see that the above mentioned theorem KR, 4.1 holds for
c s 103.
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